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DUAL CONVERGENCE FOR PENALTY ALGORITHMS IN CONVEX

PROGRAMMING

FELIPE ALVAREZ, MIGUEL CARRASCO, THIERRY CHAMPION

Abstract. Algorithms for convex programming, based on penalty methods, can be designed
to have good primal convergence properties even without uniqueness of optimal solutions.
Taking primal convergence for granted, in this paper we investigate the asymptotic behavior
of an appropriate dual sequence obtained directly from primal iterates. First, under mild hy-
potheses, which include the standard Slater condition but neither strict complementarity nor
second-order conditions, we show that these dual sequence is bounded and also, each cluster
point belongs to the set of Karush-Kuhn-Tucker multipliers. Then we identify a general condi-
tion on the behavior of the generated primal objective values that ensures the full convergence
of the dual sequence to a speci�c multiplier. This dual limit depends only on the particular
penalty scheme used by the algorithm. Finally, we apply this approach to prove the �rst
general dual convergence result of this kind for penalty-proximal algorithms in a nonlinear
setting.
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1. Introduction

Exact penalty/barrier methods for convex programming can be designed to have good primal
convergence properties even without uniqueness of optimal solutions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Moreover,
from the unconstrained �rst-order optimality condition for the auxiliary penalty problem, one
may obtain a multiplier estimate that satis�es a sort of perturbed Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
system, depending on a scalar penalty parameter which is intended to be small. Indeed, under
fairly general conditions, such a dual optimal path converges as the penalty parameter goes to
zero to a special multiplier; see [6].

In practical computations, given a value for the penalty parameter, an iterative subroutine
is applied to �nd an approximation of the corresponding exact primal penalty optimal solution,
and then the parameter is updated. Such procedures usually require the current approximate
solution to satisfy some inexact versions of the �rst-order optimality conditions [7], which is a
key condition to ensure primal convergence.

Taking primal convergence for granted, in this paper we investigate the asymptotic behavior
of an approximate dual sequence obtained directly from primal iterates generated by a general
penalty algorithm, extending the convergence results that are known for the exact case. More
precisely, after reviewing brie�y the theory of general penalty methods, we introduce in �2 an
approximate multiplier sequence and show that all its cluster points satisfy the KKT system.
Then in �3, we provide a general criterion that ensures full convergence to a special multiplier in
the dual optimal set; such dual limit depends only on the particular penalty scheme used by the
algorithm. Finally, in �4 we apply our general approach to obtain the �rst result of this type in
a nonlinear framework for the so called penalty-proximal algorithms, which extends signi�cantly
previous work on this subject where primal convergence has been already established; see [8, 9,
10, 3, 11]. Indeed, for purely primal penalty-proximal algorithms, to the best of our knowledge
this is the �rst dual convergence result beyond the very restrictive case of Linear Programming.

2. Penalty Methods and General Duality Results

Let us consider the mathematical programming problem

(P ) min {f0(x) | fi(x) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m} ,

where fi : Rd → R is convex and continuously di�erentiable for every i ∈ {0, . . . ,m}. We assume
the standard Slater constraint quali�cation condition:

∃x0 ∈ Rd, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, fi(x0) < 0. (S)

We suppose that the primal optimal solution set S(P ) be nonempty. In order to solve (P )
approximately, we take a penalty scheme of the type

(Pr) min
x∈Rd

f(x, r), for f(x, r) := f0(x) + r

m∑
i=1

θ(fi(x)/r),

where r > 0 is a real parameter and θ : R→ R∪{∞} is a closed and convex function satisfying:

(a) dom θ = ]−∞, κ[ for some κ ∈ [0,∞].
(b) θ : ]−∞, κ[→ R is strictly convex and smooth.
(c) θ′(u) > 0 for all u ∈]−∞, κ[, θ′(u)→ 0 as u→ −∞ and θ′(u)→ +∞ as u↗ κ.

(H1)
Typical choices are the exponential penalty θ(u) = exp(u) with κ = +∞, and the log-barrier
θ(u) = − ln(−u) or the inverse barrier θ(u) = −1/u, both with κ = 0. Under mild conditions on
the data functions fi, for each r > 0 there exists a unique solution x(r) to (Pr), and all cluster
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points of the optimal path {x(r) : r ↘ 0} belong to S(P ); see, for instance, [6, 4]. Moreover,
the primal optimal path {x(r) : r ↘ 0} converges to some xθ ∈ S(P ); see [1, 2, 3, 5].

Let us introduce the Lagrangian function given by

L(x, λ) := f0(x) +

m∑
i=1

λifi(x) (1)

for any (x, λ) ∈ Rd ×Rm. In our setting, a point x∗ ∈ Rd is optimal for (P ), if and only if there
is a multiplier λ∗ ∈ Rm such that the pair (x∗, λ∗) satis�es the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
conditions

(KKT)


∇xL(x∗, λ∗) = ∇f0(x∗) +

∑m
i=1 λ

∗
i∇fi(x∗) = 0,

λ∗i ≥ 0, fi(x
∗) ≤ 0,

λ∗i fi(x
∗) = 0, for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.

Recall that in our setting and under Slater's condition (S), a pair (x∗, λ∗) ∈ Rd×Rm satis�es the
KKT conditions, if and only if x∗ is an optimal solution to (P ) and λ∗ solves the dual problem
given by

(D) max
λ≥0

p(λ), for p(λ) := inf
x∈Rd

L(x, λ).

Given r > 0, the unconstrained �rst-order optimality condition for (Pr), which is given by

∇xf(x(r), r) = ∇f0(x(r)) +

m∑
i=1

θ′ (fi(x(r))/r)∇fi(x(r)) = 0, (2)

may be written equivalently as

∇xL(x(r), λ(r)) = 0, (3)

λi(r) = θ′ (fi(x(r))/r) , i = 1, ...,m. (4)

As θ′ > 0, we get that the approximate multiplier λ(r) given by (4) is positive. Thus, (3)-(4) is
a sort of approximate KKT system. Indeed, the dual optimal path λ(r) converges as r ↘ 0 to
a special multiplier λθ

∗
, which is called the θ∗-center of the dual optimal set S(D); see [6] and

�3 for some properties on λθ
∗
.

We �rst discuss the convergence of the optimal paths (x(r))r and (λ(r))r. Notice that the
penalty objective function f(·, r) is convex, and at least di�erentiable on the set of all the Slater
points for (P ). For a given x ∈ Rd, it is easy to verify that letting r ↘ 0 we get f(x, r)→ f0(x)
when fi(x) < 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, while f(x, r) → +∞ whenever fi0(x) > 0 for some
i0 ∈ {1, . . . ,m}; see [4]. Therefore, for a su�ciently small r > 0, it is natural to consider any
solution x(r) of (Pr) as an approximate solution of the original problem (P ). The existence
of x(r) follows under mild condition, for example if S(P ) is bounded (together with (S) when
κ = 0); see [6]. Moreover, under some quasi-analytic conditions on the data functions, x(r) is
unique and converges to some speci�c primal solution xθ ∈ S(P ) as r ↘ 0, a limit which depends
on the special choice of θ in the general case when S(P ) is not a singleton [1, 2, 3, 5]. Without
such quasi-analytic conditions, even for in�nitely di�erentiable convex data, the optimal path
may exhibit an oscillatory ill behavior [2, 12].

On the other hand, under our conditions the dual optimal set S(D) turns out to be nonempty
and bounded; for instance, see [13]. For a given r > 0, the unconstrained �rst-order optimality
condition ∇xf(x(r), r) = 0 for x(r) to be optimal for (Pr), which we have rewritten as the system
(3)-(4), generates naturally an approximated dual sequence

λi(r) = θ′ (fi(x(r))/r) , i = 1, . . . ,m.
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Note that by (H1)(c), we have λi(r) > 0 for i = 1, ...,m, that is, λ(r) is strictly feasible for (D).
Furthermore, it happens that λ(r) is the unique solution to the following problem (see [6]):

(Dr) max
λ≥0

{
p(λ)− r

m∑
i=1

θ∗(λi)

}
.

Here, θ∗(λ) = supu{λu − θ(u)} is the Fenchel conjugate of θ [14], which plays the role of a
barrier-type penalty function for the positivity constraint λ ≥ 0 in the dual problem. Indeed, for
the exponential penalty we have θ∗(λ) = λ log λ−λ if λ ≥ 0 and∞ otherwise, for the log-barrier

we have θ∗(λ) = −1 − log λ and for the inverse-barrier θ∗(λ) = 1/
√
λ −
√
λ if λ > 0 and ∞

otherwise.
Due to the special form of the penalty objective function in (Dr), the natural candidate to

be the limit of the dual optimal path λ(r) is the θ∗-center [15], whose de�nition is the following:

De�nition 2.1. The θ∗-center of S(D) is the unique λθ
∗ ∈ S(D) such that∑

i∈I
θ∗(λθ

∗

i ) = min
λ∗∈S(D)

∑
i∈I

θ∗(λ∗i ),

where I := {i | ∃λ∗i ∈ S(D), λ∗i > 0} . If I = ∅ then we set λθ
∗

= 0.

Remark 2.1. By virtue of complementary in the KKT system, for every i ∈ I and any x∗ ∈ S(P )
we have that fi(x

∗) = 0. Whenever fi(x
∗) < 0 for some x∗ ∈ S(P ), we get i /∈ I . The case I = ∅

implies that S(D) = {0}, and the KKT system reduces to the feasibility of x∗ together with the
optimality condition ∇f0(x∗) = 0, and by convexity, it turns out that x∗ is a global minimum
of f0. Of course, the interesting case is when S(D) is not a singleton so that in particular I 6= ∅.
In the general case, the existence and uniqueness of the θ∗-center follow from (S), which ensures
S(D) to be nonempty and bounded, and the hypotheses made on θ.

Under our conditions, the exact dual optimal path λ(r) indeed converges to λθ
∗
as r ↘ 0;

see, for instance, [6, 16].

In practical computations, an iterative subroutine is applied to �nd an approximation

xk ≈ x(rk),

and then the penalty parameter is updated to some rk+1 < rk. Such procedures usually require
the current approximate solution xk to satisfy some inexact versions of the �rst-order optimality
conditions (see [7]). Concerning the penalty parameter sequence (rk)k, we assume that

rk > 0 and rk → 0 as k →∞. (H2)

From now on, we assume that such a primal sequence (xk)k exists and satis�es the following:

∇xf(xk, rk)→ 0 and xk → x∞ as k → +∞, (H3)

for some optimal solution x∞ ∈ S(P ), which may depend on the starting point x0 and on some
parameters of the underlying algorithm used to �nd xk. Thus, we take for granted that primal
convergence holds. Of course, this is not true in general but there are several results in this
direction; we will discuss this in more details for one speci�c framework later on (cf. �4). In
such a case, the behavior of the dual sequence

λki = θ′
(
fi(x

k)/rk
)
, i = 1, ...,m, (5)

is important as it is expected the asymptotic convergence to a multiplier as rk ↘ 0. On the one
hand, dual solutions are interesting on their own: they are useful for sensitivity analysis and,
moreover, in some applications they have an actual modeling interpretation. On the other hand,
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if the dual sequence λk has its cluster points in the multipliers set, this provide a theoretical
basis for any global KKT-based stopping rule for the algorithm.

Lemma 2.1. Under (S) together with the assumptions (H1)-(H3), the approximate multiplier
sequence (λk)k ⊂ Rm++ (here Rm++ := {x ∈ Rm | xi > 0, i = 1, . . . ,m}) de�ned by (5) is bounded

and, furthermore, dist(λk, S(D))→ 0 as k → +∞.

Proof. By virtue of (H1)(c), we have that for every i such that fi(x
∞) < 0, the corresponding

λki tends to 0 as k →∞. On the other hand, notice that

∇xL(xk, λk) = ∇f0(xk) +

m∑
i=1

λki ∇fi(xk) = ∇xf(xk, rk).

It follows from (H3) that ∇xL(xk, λk) → 0 as k → ∞. As a consequence, if λ∞ is a cluster
point of (λk)k then (x∞, λ∞) satis�es the KKT conditions, so that λ∞ is indeed a multiplier,
or equivalently λ∞ ∈ S(D). To conclude, it su�ces to prove the boundedness of (λk)k. To
this end, recall that ∇f0(xk) +

∑m
i=1 λ

k
i ∇fi(xk) → 0 as k → ∞. If the sequence (λk)k was

unbounded, then dividing by
∑m
i=1 λ

k
i , letting k → +∞ and taking a subsequence if necessary,

we would deduce that there exists some coe�cients α1, ..., αm ≥ 0 with
∑m
i=1 αi = 1 such that∑m

i=1 αi∇fi(x∞) = 0. In addition, as a consequence of the fact that λki → 0 for all i such
that fi(x

∞) < 0, we would have αi = 0 for any of such i's. Of course, this would imply that
S(D) = S(D)+R+ ·α, for some α 6= 0 ∈ Rm+ . But this would be a contradiction because Slater's
condition (S) ensures that S(D) is compact. This completes the proof. �

Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1, the dual sequence (λk)k is bounded and every cluster
point belongs to the multipliers set. Now a natural but more delicate question is whether the
dual sequence given by (5) fully converges to a speci�c multiplier as k →∞. This is the goal of
the next section. This type of convergence result is interesting from a theoretical viewpoint but
particularly scarce for purely primal algorithms.

3. Full Dual Convergence to the θ∗-Center

The main result of this section, Th. 3.1 below, provides a general condition ensuring the
convergence for the dual sequence (λk)k given by (5). In the following, v(P ) stands for the
optimal value of problem (P ).

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that Slater's condition (S) holds, together with (H1)-(H3). Assume, in
addition, the following condition:

The ratio
f0(xk)− v(P )

rk
is bounded from above. (C)

Then (λk)k given by (5) converges to the θ∗-center λθ
∗
of S(D).

Remark 3.1. Note that a su�cient condition for (C) is the following: f0(xk) = f0(x∞)+O(rk),
where x∞ is the primal limit of xk as stated in (H3) so that f0(x∞) = v(P ). Thus, (C) is a sort
of zero-order asymptotic development of the primal objective function values with respect to the
penalty parameter.

Remark 3.2. Of course, condition (C) may be di�cult to verify as it relies on the sequence
(xk)k and on the primal optimal value v(P ) which is unknown in general. It is interesting to
exhibit conditions on the parameters of a given algorithm generating (xk)k which ensure that
(C) holds true a priori, specially without the explicit knowledge of v(P ). In Section 4 we show
that it is possible to do so for a class of implementable versions of the penalty-proximal point
method.
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For the proof of Theorem 3.1 we will need some auxiliary results. First note that the interesting
case is when S(D) is not reduced to a singleton, and in particular we shall assume that I 6= ∅.
Notice that in this case, due to (H1), the θ

∗-center λθ
∗
of S(D) is such that λθ

∗

i > 0 for any i ∈ I.
To prove the convergence of (λk)k, the idea is to show that any of its cluster points satis�es the
characterization of λθ

∗
given in the following auxiliary results:

Lemma 3.1. Assume that λ∗ ∈ S(D) be such that

∀i ∈ I, λ∗i = θ′(〈∇fi(x∗), v〉)

for some x∗ ∈ S(P ) and some v ∈ Rd. Then λ∗ = λθ
∗
, i.e. λ∗ is the θ∗-center of S(D).

Proof. Since λ∗ and λθ
∗
both belong to S(D), and λ∗i = λθ

∗

i = 0 for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} \ I, we
get ∑

i∈I
λ∗i∇fi(x∗) = −∇f0(x∗) =

∑
i∈I

λθ
∗

i ∇fi(x∗).

Next, we compute∑
i∈I

θ∗(λθ
∗

i )− θ∗(λ∗i ) ≥
∑
i∈I

θ∗′(λ∗i )(λ
θ∗

i − λ∗i ) =
∑
i∈I
〈∇fi(x∗), v〉(λθ

∗

i − λ∗i )

= 〈
∑
i∈I

λθ
∗

i ∇fi(x∗)−
∑
i∈I

λ∗i∇fi(x∗) , v〉 = 0,

where the �rst inequality is by convexity of θ∗, and then we have used θ∗′ = θ′
−1

(see [14]).
This implies that λ∗ minimizes λ 7→

∑
i∈I θ

∗(λi) over S(D). By uniqueness, we deduce that

λ∗ = λθ
∗
. �

Lemma 3.2. Let x∗ ∈ S(P ) and consider Ψ: Rd → R ∪ {+∞} de�ned by

Ψ(v) := 〈∇f0(x∗), v〉+
∑
i∈I

θ(〈∇fi(x∗), v〉). (6)

If F := Span{∇fi(x∗) : i ∈ I}, then the restriction of Ψ to F is coercive and strictly convex,
hence has a unique minimizer v∗ on F . Moreover, we have

∀i ∈ I, λθ
∗

i = θ′(〈∇fi(x∗), v∗〉). (7)

Proof. Given v ∈ F , the recession function Ψ∞ of Ψ at v is given by (see [17]):

Ψ∞(v) = 〈∇f0(x∗), v〉+
∑
i∈I

θ∞(〈∇fi(x∗), v〉)

=
∑
i∈I

[
θ∞(〈∇fi(x∗), v〉)− λθ

∗

i 〈∇fi(x∗), v〉
]

where we have used λθ
∗ ∈ S(D). The hypotheses made on θ yield that θ∞(u) = 0 whenever

u ≤ 0 and θ∞(u) = +∞, whenever u > 0. Since λθ
∗

i > 0 for any i ∈ I, then, it follows that
Ψ∞(v) ∈ ]0,+∞] for any v ∈ F \ {0}, which proves the coercivity of Ψ. The strict convexity
of Ψ on F is inherited from θ. Thus the existence and uniqueness of the minimizer v∗ follows
directly.

The optimality condition for the unique minimizer v∗ of Ψ over F reads

−∇f0(x∗) =
∑
i∈I

θ′(〈∇fi(x∗), v∗〉)∇fi(x∗).

As a consequence, the vector λ∗ ∈ Rm with coordinates: λ∗i := θ′(〈∇fi(x∗), v∗〉) for i ∈ I and
λ∗i = 0 otherwise, belongs to S(D). Therefore, (7) follows from Lemma 3.1. �
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The following Lemma is the cornerstone in the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Lemma 3.3. Under (S) together with (H1)-(H3), we de�ne

wk :=
xk − x∞

rk
, Fk := Span{∇fi(xk) | i ∈ {0} ∪ I}, F∞ := Span{∇fi(x∞) | i ∈ I}

and set wkk := Proj(wk, Fk) and wk∞ := Proj(wk, F∞), where Proj(w,F ) stands for the orthogonal
projection of w onto F . Then:
(i) For some a > 0, the sequences (wkk)k and (wk∞)k satisfy

∀k, ‖wkk‖ ≤ a (‖wk∞‖+ 1) and ‖wk∞‖ ≤ a (‖wkk‖+ 1). (8)

(ii) Thus, up to subsequences, wkk → v if and only if wk∞ → v, for some v ∈ F∞.

Proof. (i) We only prove that

∀k, ‖wkk‖ ≤ a (‖wk∞‖+ 1), (9)

for some positive a, the other estimate in (8) is analogous. We make a proof by contradiction,
and consequently, up to a change of index, we have that

‖wkk‖ → +∞ and
‖wk∞‖
‖wkk‖

→ 0 as k → +∞.

It follows from the convexity of the functions fi that

∀i, ∀k, ∀y ∈ Rd, 〈∇fi(x∞), y〉 ≤ fi(x
∞ + rk y)− fi(x∞)

rk
≤ 〈∇fi(x∞ + rk y), y〉. (10)

Now (10) applied with y = wk yields that

∀i ∈ I ∪ {0}, ∀k, 〈∇fi(x∞), wk∞〉 ≤ 〈∇fi(x∞ + rk w
k), wk〉 = 〈∇fi(xk), wkk〉. (11)

Thus, dividing by ‖wkk‖ we get

∀i ∈ I ∪ {0}, ∀k, 〈∇fi(x∞),
wk∞
‖wkk‖

〉 ≤ 〈∇fi(xk),
wkk
‖wkk‖

〉.

If we consider a cluster point v of (
wk

k

‖wk
k‖

)k, then v has norm 1 and belongs to F∞, moreover

∀i ∈ I ∪ {0}, 0 ≤ 〈∇fi(x∞), v〉. (12)

Since it holds

〈∇f0(x∞), v〉 = −
∑
i∈I

λθ
∗

i 〈∇fi(x∞), v〉

with λθ
∗

i > 0 for any i ∈ I, hence we obtain
∀i ∈ I ∪ {0}, 〈∇fi(x∞), v〉 = 0

and then v = 0 since v ∈ F∞, but this contradicts ‖v‖ = 1. The proof of (9) is complete.
(ii) Assume that (wkk)k converges to some limit w ∈ F∞. In particular, by (8), the sequence

(wk∞)k is bounded and with no loss of generality we may assume that it converges to some limit
ŵ ∈ F∞. Consequently, passing to the limit in (11) as k → +∞, we get

∀i ∈ I ∪ {0}, 〈∇fi(x∞), ŵ〉 ≤ 〈∇fi(x∞), w〉.
Thus we get (12) for v = w − ŵ ∈ F∞. Reasoning exactly as before, we conclude that v = 0,
which yields the desired conclusion. �

Now, we are in a position to prove the main result of this section.
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let (wk)k be as in Lemma 3.3. By taking y = wk in (10), we get

∀i ∈ {0} ∪ I, ∀k, 〈∇fi(x∞), wk〉 ≤ fi(x
k)− fi(x∞)

rk
≤ 〈∇fi(xk), wk〉. (13)

Recall that fi(x
∞) = 0 for any i ∈ I and f0(x∞) = v(P ). Therefore, in particular we have that

∀i ∈ I, ∀k, 〈∇fi(x∞), wk〉 ≤ fi(x
k)

rk
= (θ′)−1(λki ) = (θ∗)′(λki ).

By Lemma 2.1, we know that (λki )k is bounded in Rm+ , hence (〈∇fi(x∞), wk〉)k is bounded from
above for every i ∈ I.

We claim that for any i ∈ I the sequence (〈∇fi(x∞), wk〉)k is also bounded from below when
(C) holds. In fact, we have that

∀k,
∑
i∈I

λθ
∗

i 〈∇fi(x∞), wk〉 = −〈∇f0(x∞), wk〉 ≥ f0(x∞)− f0(xk)

rk
≥ b,

for some suitable constant b thanks to (C), and as λθ
∗

i > 0 for all i ∈ I, our claim follows easily.
Thus, (wk∞)k is bounded. By Lemma 3.3(i), we have that (wkk)k is bounded as well. By

Lemma 3.3(ii), up to a subsequence, (wk∞)k and (wkk)k both converge to some v in F∞. Passing
to the limit in (13), we deduce that the corresponding cluster point λ∞ of (λk)k satis�es the
characterization of the θ∗-center given in Lemma 3.1. We thus conclude that λ∞ = λθ

∗
. Since

this holds true for any cluster point, we conclude that the whole sequence (λk)k converges to
λθ
∗
. �

4. Penalty-Proximal Point Algorithms

In this section, we focus on a special class of iterative methods for solving the main problem
(P ), in which the Proximal Point Algorithm (PPA) is coupled with the penalty function approach
as given by (Pr). In the following, we shall apply the techniques developed in �3 to obtain the
full convergence of the associated multiplier sequence towards the θ∗-center of the dual problem
(D).

4.1. A Uni�ed Framework. In the sequel, we consider the sequences (xk)k generated by the
following inexact implicit iterative scheme: given the current iterate xk−1, a step-size hk > 0
and a tolerance parameter εk ≥ 0, we �nd xk and gk such that

xk = xk−1 − hkgk + ηk with gk ∈ ∂εkf(xk + ek, rk), (PPPA)

for some errors ek, ηk ∈ Rd which are intended to be small. Here ∂εf(x, r) stands for the ε-sub-
differential of f(·, r) at x. Note that when ek = ηk = 0 in Rn and εk = 0 in R, the Penalty
Proximal Point Algorithm (PPPA) amounts to the exact optimality condition for the proximal
regularized scheme:

xk+1 = argmin
x∈Rn

{
f(x, rk) +

1

2hk
‖x− xk‖2

}
. (14)

The square norm introduced here can be viewed as a regularization term of the penalty function.
In this way, the unconstrained objective function is globally strongly convex.The idea of using
such an iterative process is to avoid possible numerical instabilities in the inner iterations that
typically appear when rk becomes small.

When εk, rk ↘ 0, and under appropriate conditions on the parameters, on the functions fi as
well as on the penalty function θ, the scheme (PPPA) generates sequences (xk)k which converge
to some x∞ ∈ S(P ) as k → +∞. In fact, the implicit iterative scheme given by (PPPA) can
be viewed as a generic algorithm, which uni�es several methods that have been considered in
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the literature. First, in the speci�c case where we impose ηk = ek = 0, (PPPA) is exactly the
method whose convergence is studied in [10] (see also [18, 19, 20]). More generally, for ηk > 0
and ek = 0, (PPPA) was considered in [9, 3]. In order to allow ek 6= 0, some variants of the
proximal point algorithm have been proposed in the literature. For instance, following [21, 22],
a two-step algorithm can be considered, where an inexact proximal iteration is �rst performed
to �nd an auxiliary point, and then the current iterate is obtained via a projection step. Such a
hybrid projection-proximal algorithm has the advantage of ensuring primal convergence under a
�xed relative error condition at each step; we refer to [8] for results in this direction in the case
of penalty methods. Similar considerations also hold for some hybrid extragradient-proximal
method as proposed in [23].

The framework given by (PPPA) also applies to penalty methods with two parameters as
developed in [11]. Indeed these methods are based on the same scheme as (PPPA), where the
penalty function θ appearing in f(·, rk) is replaced by βkθ, the varying parameter βk being
increased on each iteration for which the iterate xk is not feasible. It is proved in [11] that in the
convex case, and assuming that the Slater condition (S) holds, the sequence (βk)k generated by
the algorithm is stationary. In this respect, the asymptotic analysis presented in the following
does apply to this type of method (with θ replaced with (limβk)θ).

From now on, we assume that (S) and (H1) hold, and by analogy with (H3) we shall assume
that the sequences (xk)k and (gk)k generated by (PPPA) satisfy

xk → x∞ and gk → 0 as k → +∞ (A1)

for some x∞ ∈ S(P ). In view of already known primal convergence results (see, for instance,
[8, 9, 10, 3, 11]), natural but not su�cient assumptions for (A1) to hold are

rk ↘ 0 and εk ↘ 0 as well as both residues ηk and ek tend to 0 in Rd as k →∞, (A2)

where we recall that rk ↘ 0 means (rk)k goes to 0 with positive values.
We shall also assume that

∃h > 0, ∀k ≥ 0, hk ≥ h. (A3)

Remark 4.1. As part of the hypotheses stated in the introduction, we do assume throughout
the paper that all the functions fi are di�erentiable (in fact, in view of (A1), local di�erentiability
in the neighborhood of x∞ would be su�cient). With this respect, the assumption gk → 0 made
in (A1) is natural; for example, when the parametrization (rk)k is slow, this amounts to follow
the central trajectory (x(r))r. Moreover, this hypothesis is compatible with (A2,A3) in the sense
that since gk → 0, we may assume that (hk)k is bounded from below by a positive constant.

4.2. Associated Approximate Multipliers. In a similar way to formula (5), we can associate
with the primal sequence (xk)k obtained by iterating (PPPA) the sequence (λk)k given by

λki := θ′
(
fi(x

k + ek)/rk
)
, i = 1, ...,m. (15)

Notice that for any k the vector λk is well de�ned because gk ∈ ∂εkf(xk+ek, rk), so that xk+ek

is in the domain of f(·, rk). In our asymptotic analysis of the sequence (λk)k, we shall make the
following further assumption

εk
rk
→ 0 as k → +∞ (A4)

It follows from that last assumption that the study of (λk)k reduces to the study of another se-
quence (µk)k which in turn is associated to an iterative scheme to which the techniques developed
in �2 and �3 apply, as the following shows.
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Lemma 4.1. Assume that (A1)-(A4) hold, then there exists a sequence (yk)k such that

yk = yk−1 − hk∇xf(yk, rk) + ξk (16)

together with

∇xf(yk, rk) → 0, ξk → 0, yk → x∞,

∥∥∥∥yk − x∞rk
− xk + ek − x∞

rk

∥∥∥∥ → 0. (17)

Moreover, if we set
µki := θ′

(
fi(y

k)/rk
)
, i = 1, ...,m

then (µk)k and (λk)k have the same asymptotic behaviour.

Proof. When εk > 0, by the Brøndsted-Rockafellar Theorem [24], there exists yk such that

‖xk + ek − yk‖ ≤
√
εk rk and ‖gk −∇xf(yk, rk)‖ ≤

√
εk
rk
. (18)

When εk = 0, we set yk := xk+ek. Then (16) and (17) follow from (PPPA) as well as (A1)-(A4).
Finally, by convexity of the functions fi, it holds

〈∇fi(yk) ,
xk + ek − yk

rk
〉 ≤ fi(x

k + ek)− fi(yk)

rk
≤ 〈∇fi(xk + ek) ,

xk + ek − yk

rk
〉.

for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, from which we infer that (µk)k and (λk)k have the same asymptotic
behaviour. �

With this lemma in hand, we can state the following result which illustrates why (λk)k may
be considered as a multiplier sequence associated with the primal sequence (xk)k.

Proposition 4.1. Assume that (S) and (H1) hold as well as (A1)-(A4). Then the dual sequence
(λk)k given by (15) is bounded and dist(λk, S(D))→ 0 as k → +∞.

Proof. Since the sequences (λk)k and (µk)k (as obtained in Lemma 4.1) have the same asymptotic
behavior, it su�ces to prove the claims for the sequence (µk)k. In fact, since (S), (H1), (A2) and
(17) hold, we may simply apply Lemma 2.1 to (µk)k, which concludes the proof. �

4.3. Convergence to the θ∗-Center. We are now in position to state and prove the conver-
gence result for the sequence of multipliers associated to (PPPA) de�ned in (15). The following
convergence result generalizes that of [9, 3], which was devoted to the very restrictive case of
Linear Programming. Here we only require that the functions fi be convex and (locally) di�er-
entiable around the limit point x∞.

Theorem 4.1. Let (S), (H1) as well as (A1)-(A4) hold. We also assume that ( rk
rk−1

)k≥1 be

bounded. Then, the dual sequence (λk)k de�ned by (15) converges to the θ∗-center λθ
∗
as k →

+∞.

Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 4.1, we prove the claim for the sequence (µk)k obtained
via Lemma 4.1. As in Lemma 3.3, we de�ne

wk :=
yk − x∞

rk
, Fk := Span{∇fi(yk) | i ∈ {0} ∪ I}, F∞ := Span{∇fi(x∞) | i ∈ I}

and set wkk := Proj(wk, Fk) and wk∞ := Proj(wk, F∞). Thanks to (S), (H1) and (A1)-(A4),
Theorem 4.1 follows from Theorem 3.1 if we manage to show that the following analogue of
condition (C) holds

the ratio
f0(yk)− f0(x∞)

rk
is bounded from above.
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To this end, by convexity of f0, it is su�cient to prove that the sequence (wkk)k is bounded.
Notice that by Lemma 3.3 this is equivalent to prove that the sequence (wk∞)k is bounded,
which is the goal of the rest of this proof. We shall then introduce the family of functions
Ψk : Rd → R ∪ {+∞} de�ned as

Ψk(v) =
f0(x∞ + rk v)− f0(x∞)

rk
+
∑
i∈I

θ

(
fi(x

∞ + rk v)− fi(x∞)

rk

)
.

Note that it follows from (A2) that for all v ∈ F∞

Ψk(v)→ Ψ(v) := 〈∇f0(x∞), v〉+
∑
i∈I

θ(〈∇fi(x∞), v〉) (19)

where, by analogy with Lemma 3.2, we denote by v∞ the unique minimizer of Ψ over F∞.

Step 1. We claim that for all k it holds

1

2
‖wk∞ − v∞‖2 −

1

2
‖wk−1∞ − v∞‖2 ≤ hk

rk

[
Ψ(v∞)−Ψ(wk∞) + δk (1 + ‖wk∞ − v∞‖)

]
(20)

with δk → 0 as k → +∞. We �rst compute

1

2
‖wk∞ − v∞‖2 −

1

2
‖wk−1∞ − v∞‖2 = 〈wk∞ − wk−1∞ ,

wk∞ + wk−1∞
2

− v∞〉

= 〈wk∞ − wk−1∞ , wk∞ − v∞〉 −
1

2
‖wk∞ − wk−1∞ ‖2

≤ 〈wk∞ − wk−1∞ , wk∞ − v∞〉 = 〈wk − wk−1, wk∞ − v∞〉

where we used wk∞ − v∞ ∈ F∞. We now infer from (16) and (17) that

wk − wk−1 =
1

rk
(yk − yk−1) + (

1

rk
− 1

rk−1
)(yk−1 − x∞)

= −hk
rk

(∇xf(yk, rk) + ξk) +
hk
rk
dk1 = −hk

rk
∇Ψk(wk) +

hk
rk
dk2

where dk1 := 1
hk

(1 − rk
rk−1

)(yk−1 − x∞) → 0 and dk2 → 0 as k → +∞. We also infer from

the fact that ∇Ψk(wk) ∈ Fk, from the convexity of Ψ, from Lemma 3.3(i) and the fact that
∇Ψk(wk) = ∇xf(yk, rk)→ 0 that the following holds:

〈−∇Ψk(wk), wk∞ − v∞〉 = 〈∇Ψk(wk), v∞ − wkk〉+ 〈∇Ψk(wk), wkk − wk∞〉
≤ 〈∇Ψk(wk), v∞ − wk〉+ ‖∇Ψk(wk)‖ ‖wkk − wk∞‖
≤ Ψk(v∞)−Ψk(wk) + δ1k (1 + ‖wk∞ − v∞‖)

with δ1k → 0 as k → +∞. By the convexity of the functions fi it comes that

∀k, −Ψk(wk) ≤ −Ψ(wk) = −Ψ(wk∞).

Moreover, since by (19) one has Ψk(v∞) → Ψ(v∞) as k → +∞, the preceding computations
yield

1

2
‖wk∞ − v∞‖2 −

1

2
‖wk−1∞ − v∞‖2 ≤ hk

rk

[
Ψk(v∞)−Ψ(wk∞) + (δ1k + ‖dk2‖) (1 + ‖wk∞ − v∞‖)

]
≤ hk

rk

[
Ψ(v∞)−Ψ(wk∞) + (δ2k + δ1k + ‖dk2‖) (1 + ‖wk∞ − v∞‖)

]
with δ2k → 0 as k → +∞, so that (20) follows.
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Step 2. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that Ψ is coercive on F∞, so that

γ :=
1

2
inf

{
Ψ(v)−Ψ(v∞)

‖v − v∞‖
| v ∈ F∞, ‖v − v∞‖ ≥ 1

}
> 0.

As a consequence, we infer from (20) that for k large enough it holds

‖wk∞ − v∞‖ ≥ 1 implies
1

2
‖wk∞ − v∞‖2 −

1

2
‖wk−1∞ − v∞‖2 ≤ − hk

rk
γ .

It then follows from (A2) and (A3) that ‖wk∞−v∞‖ ≤ 1 for k large enough, so that the sequence
(wk∞)k is bounded, and the proof is complete. �

Remark 4.2. Note that the hypothesis that ( rk
rk−1

)k≥1 is a bounded sequence in the Theorem

above is weaker than requiring (rk)k to be nonincreasing. More precisely, in the setting of Linear
Programming, a similar dual convergence result is proved in [9] for the particular case where
θ ≡ exp(·) is the exponential penalty, and replacing (A3) by the more general

∑
hk = +∞,

together with the following additional hypotheses: (rk)k is nonincreasing, ( rk−1−rk
rk−1 hk

) is bounded,
εk
hk
→ 0, and ek ≡ 0 in (A2). In [3], and still in the setting of Linear Programming, two dual

convergence results are proved for a wide class of penalty barrier functions. On the one hand,
assuming that the penalty θ is bounded from below, the convergence result is obtained under
the same hypotheses on the parameters as in [9]. On the other hand, allowing θ to be un-
bounded from below, dual convergence is proved with the additional assumptions that εk ≡ 0
and ηk ≡ ek ≡ 0 in (A2). Notice that in Theorem 4.1, we assume that hk is bounded away from
zero, but we have proved the convergence including the parameters ηk, ek ∈ Rd, εk ≥ 0, and for
general penalty functions θ.

Remark 4.3. It follows from Lemma 4.1 and the proof of Theorem 3.1 (or by re�ning the end
of the argument of the proof of Theorem 4.1 above) that the following asymptotic expansion
holds

Proj(xk + ek, F∞) = Proj(x∞, F∞) + rkv
∞ + o(rk)

with F∞ := Span{∇fi(x∞) : i ∈ I}. This is indeed a direct consequence of the convergence of
(wk∞)k to v∞. One of the main di�culties in the above proof, as well as that of Theorem 3.1,

is that the sequence (x
k+ek−x∞

rk
)k, or equivalently the sequence (wk)k, is necessarily unbounded

in Rd when strict complementarity does not hold. This is illustrated by the toy example of
subsection 4.4 below, and follows from the fact that, for any index i for which fi(x

∞) = λθ
∗

i = 0,
one has

〈∇fi(x∞),
xk + ek − x∞

rk
〉 ≤ fi(x

k + ek)− fi(x∞)

rk
= θ′−1(λki ) → −∞.

4.4. An Illustrative Toy Example. Consider the following simple example in dimension two:

(Pex) min
{
x1 | x21 + (x2 − 1)2 ≤ 1, −2x1 ≤ 2, x2 − x1 ≤ 2

}
,

that is

f0(x) = x1; f1(x) = x21 + (x2 − 1)2 − 1; f2(x) = −2x1 − 2, and f3(x) = x2 − x1 − 2.

It is easy to see that S(Pex) = {x∞} with x∞ := (−1, 1). Notice that the three constraints are
active at the optimal solution. Therefore the KKT system reads{

(1, 0) + λ1 (−2, 0) + λ2 (−2, 0) + λ3 (−1, 1) = 0,

λ1, λ2, λ3 ≥ 0.
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The dual optimal set is given by the segment S(Dex) =
[
( 1
2 , 0, 0), (0, 12 , 0)

]
, so that I = {1, 2}

and F∞ = Span{∇f1(x∞),∇f2(x∞)} = R× {0}.
Take θ = exp(·) so that θ∗(λ) = λ log λ−λ if λ ≥ 0 and ∞ otherwise. Let (xk)k be generated

by (PPPA). Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, we infer that the associated dual path (λk)k
converges to the θ∗-center, which is easy to compute in this case; indeed, we get λθ

∗
=
(
1
4 ,

1
4 , 0
)
.

On the other hand, the sequence (Proj(wk, F∞))k converges to v∞ := (ln 2, 0), the unique
minimizer in F∞ = R× {0} of

Ψ(v) = v1 + 2 exp(−2v1).

This implies that
wk1 → ln 2 and wk2 → −∞

where the behaviour of (wk2 )k follows from the fact that the Lagrange multiplier for f3 is always
0 and then λk3 → 0 as k → +∞; see Remark 4.3.
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Figure 1. Toy example

In Figure 1, we report some numerical results obtained on this toy example, giving a particular
emphasis on the convergence of the dual sequence (λk)k and on the sequences of coordinates
(wk1 )k and (wk2 )k. The continuous line (�) denotes the evolution of the dual relative residues
given by ‖λk−λθ‖/‖λθ‖, the dotted line (· · · ) denotes the convergent direction

∣∣wk1 − ln 2
∣∣ / ln 2,

�nally, the dashed line (� �) denotes the divergent part
∣∣wk2 ∣∣. These results were obtained using

the proximal method with starting point x0 = (0, 0) and prox parameter hk ≡ 1, that is solving
successively

xk+1 = argmin
x∈R2

{
f0(x) + rk

3∑
i=1

exp

(
fi(x)

rk

)
+

1

2
‖x− xk‖2

}
. (21)

These problems were solved using the MATLAB1 routine fminunc for unconstrained optimiza-
tion, taking the sequence rk = 1/(1.1)k with global stopping rule rk < 10−6. We note that
routine fminunc uses a trust region method for each minimization problem in (21). We take xk

as a starting point of the algorithm to compute xk+1, this routine stops when the gradient is
small enough or when the steps between successive inner iterations are small. In our case, we
take the tolerance 10−10 as a stopping value of inner iterations. It would be interesting to take

1MATLAB is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
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into account an inner stopping rule depending on rk, in order to explore the in�uence of this
parameter to compute approximately a minimizer.

5. Concluding Remarks

We believe that an interesting open problem be how to extend the dual convergence analysis
developed here to cover the nonsmooth case, where standard gradients ∇fi(x) ∈ Rn are replaced
with subgradients in the corresponding approximate subdi�erentials ∂εfi(x) ⊂ Rn for some
ε > 0. Concerning the general result given by Theorem 3.1, the main technical di�culty appears
to be a non-di�erentiable version of Lemma 3.3 related to the asymptotic behavior of the vector
subspaces spanned by subgradients associated with the active constraints at x∞. Similarly,
our proof of Theorem 4.1 for PPPA mainly relies on the study of the sequence (wk∞)k and the
convergence of the functions Ψk to Ψ on F∞, which also requires the di�erentiability of the
functions fi at x

∞. As a consequence, relaxing the di�erentiability hypothesis may involve quite
a di�erent approach.

Concerning the underlying algorithm used to �nd an approximate solution xk of the primal
problem, notice that one may consider the following global stopping rule: compute the explicit
dual sequence λk given by (5) and then test whether the pair (xk, λk) satis�es or not a relaxed
version of the KKT system. For instance, we may iterate the algorithm until

either ‖∇f0(xk)‖ ≤ δ or max

{
‖∇xL(xk, λk)‖
‖∇f0(xk)‖

,max
i
{fi(xk)},max

i
{
∣∣λki fi(xk)

∣∣}} ≤ δ, (22)

for a �xed tolerance δ > 0. In the criterion above, the division by ‖∇f0(xk)‖ is intended to
normalize the equation∇xL(xk, λk) = 0⇔ ∇f0(xk) = −

∑m
i=1 λ

k
i∇fi(xk). Under the hypotheses

of Lemma 2.1, such a process stops after a �nite number of iterations, providing thus a theoretical
basis for this stopping rule. Moreover, the full convergence of (λk)k should prevent oscillating
behaviors in the computations of (xk)k and (λk)k itself. This is particular relevant when the
penalty parameter rk is updated using a feedback rule based on the current information.

On the other hand, purely primal methods consider a suitable reformulation of the �rst-order
condition (2) to �nd an approximate primal solution xk, from which the direct dual sequence
λki = θ′(fi(x

k)/rk) is obtained, while penalty primal-dual algorithms try to solve the system
(3)-(4) simultaneously in the primal-dual pair. Under appropriate second-order conditions, a
natural idea is to use Newton's iterations to solve these nonlinear systems approximately. But
these type of systems become increasingly ill-conditioned as rk ↘ 0, impairing the performance
of Newton's method. To overcome such a di�culty, some active-set identi�cation techniques have
been proposed to reformulate the equation (2), or the system (3)-(4), to get better conditioned
equivalent equations before applying Newton's method; see, for instance, [25, 26, 27]. The
basic idea is to use the current dual sequence to predict the actual set I of active constraints.
Again, under suitable conditions, full dual convergence ensure the identi�cation technique to be
asymptotically stable. Moreover, one could consider a global phase based on penalty methods
and then use the current dual information given by (5) to switch to some separate local equality-
constrained phase based on active-set identi�cation [28, 29, 30]. But a complete numerical study
is necessary to evaluate the practical performance of these kind of hybrid strategies, specially
when they are compared with other techniques that one may apply for the global phase such as
the augmented Lagrangian method.

Finally, it would be interesting to perform some numerical experiences changing the parame-
ters of (14), testing the behavior of the algorithm when we take, for instance, a constant small
value of rk, or a penalty method without proximal regularization. In the case of the toy example
in Section 4.4, we can con�rm that taking a constant small value for rk may produce numerical
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instabilities, but this example is not enough to compare the performance of PPPA with pure
penalization methods or other algorithms. Therefore, it would be necessary to make this com-
parisons for several examples of medium and large scale problems. All these numerical studies
are beyond the scope of the paper but we will certainly address them in future works.
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